INTERVIEWS BETWEEN THOMAS WILSON AND JERROL CUSTER

JERROL CUSTER IS THE U.S. NAVAL X-RAY TECHNICIAN THAT TOOK THE X-RAYS (UNDER DOCTOR JOHN H. EBERSOLE'S DIRECTION) AT PRESIDENT KENNEDY'S AUTOPSY - BETHESDA, MARYLAND NOV. 22, 1963

The interviews were held on three different occasions in Tom Wilson's office.

Interview number 1-August 27, 1995. Audio tapes 1A,1B,2A,2B. Technical questions regarding Jerrol Custer's recollections of his participation in the autopsy of President Kennedy. Pages 1 through 39.

Interview number 2-September 21, 1995. Audio tapes 3A,3B,4A. Sharing of information of Jerrol Custer's participation in the autopsy and Tom Wilson's analysis of autopsy evidence prior to Tom Wilson viewing original autopsy artifacts located in the archives. Pages 40 through 69.

Interview number 3-November 4, 1995. Audio tapes 5A,5B,6A,6B. Sharing of information obtained from Tom Wilson's viewing of original autopsy artifacts in archives and confirmation of authenticity obtained in final interview. Pages 70 through 116